low side passage was noted. This
was a change in fortune, and Bogaerts and Phillips wound their
way southeast with the flow of water until the first exploration reel
was empty, then the second. Finally,
on their third reel, they were led
directly to the end of the Orion line
in Ox Bel Ha. A short underwater
celebration at the connection was
followed by a return along the new
line, recording distance, direction,
and depth between line tie-offs,
while monitoring the CCRs and
other conditions for safety.

The new Watermelon Connection Line that was explored and
surveyed during that six-hour dive
has a maximum depth of 15 meters
and a length of 1582 meters, which
may be a new record for the most
new underwater passage discovered on a single dive. Dives like this
come once in a lifetime, as one has
to have been lucky in choosing the
right sort of gear for unknown passage, the dive has to be free from
equipment failures or mistakes that
terminate it prematurely, and, of
course, the cave has to be there.

On the second day, Meacham’s
new connection line of the day before, the Orient Express, made it
easy for rebreather divers to reach
the ends of the lines in Ox Bel Ha
nearest Naranjal, about 600 meters
away. Bogaerts and Phillips set out,
each with a CCR, two open-circuit
bailout tanks, and a DPV. Sam’s new
line was nicely placed and allowed
the diver to mostly move quickly
through the low, silty passages. The
halocline, where fresh and salt water meet, was right in the middle of
the conduit, causing blurring that
reduced visibility in the wake of the
propellers. Any delay in the restrictions resulted in total visibility loss
from silt, and the divers had to stop
and feel their way along the guideline until the visibility improved
enough for faster progress.
Within an hour and a half they
were at the end of the existing exploration line toward Naranjal that
had been installed by Bogaerts
more than a year earlier. Tying off
and feeding new line from their
reels went smoothly. Finding a path
while swimming against the current made pathfinding much easier
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